## International Handball Federation

### Olympic Games
- Men
- Women

### World Championship
- Men
- Women

### Continent Championship
- Men
- Women

### World Cup
- Men
- Women

### International match
- Men
- Women

---

### Team A
**ARG - Argentina**

#### Played in
- Copenhagen

#### In the Hall
- Royal Arena

#### On
- Mon 14 Jan 2019

#### At
- 18:00

#### Spectators
- 2,607

### Team B
**EGY - Egypt**

#### Played in
- Copenhagen

#### In the Hall
- Royal Arena

#### On
- Mon 14 Jan 2019

#### At
- 18:00

#### Spectators
- 2,607

### Match Number
- 35

---

### Half-time (30')
- A: 9
- B: 8

### End of playing time
- A: 20
- B: 22

### 1st extra time
- A: 21
- B: 23

### 2nd extra time
- A: 22
- B: 24

### After penalty throws
- A: 23
- B: 25

---

### Number of 7m
- Team A: 3/3
- Team B: 3/3

### Number of goals
- A: 20
- B: 22

### Number of yellow cards
- A: 3
- B: 2

### Number of red cards
- A: 1
- B: 1

### Number of blue cards
- A: 2
- B: 3

### Team penalty
- A: 0
- B: 0

---

### Full Name of Players and Officials

#### Team A
1. SCHULZ Matias Carlos
2. FERNANDEZ Federico Gaston
3. SIMONET Sebastian Alejandro
4. PIZARRO Ignacio
5. SIMONET Pablo Ariel
6. BARONETTO Santiago Alejo
7. VIYRA Federico Matias
8. MOSCARIELLO Lucas Dario
9. FERNANDEZ Juan Pablo
10. CRIVELLi Manuel
11. CAROU Gonzalo Matias
12. CRITIENDA Manuel
13. FISCHER Guillermo Jose
14. MARTINEZ Ramiro
15. MOURINO Gaston Alberto
16. MACIEL Leonel Carlos
17. BONANNO Nicolas

#### Team B
1. OMAR Yahia
2. EISSA Eslam
3. KHAIRY Ahmed
4. MAHER Mohamed
5. HAGAG Omar
6. ELWAKIL Omar
7. ELDERAA Yehia
8. ELAHMAR Ahmed
9. HENDAWY Karim
10. SHERIB Mohamed
11. ZEINELABEDIN Ali
12. SANAD Mohammad
13. ABDELRAHIM Karim
14. ELTAYAR Mohamed

---

### Off. A
- MILANO Guillermo
- Cadenas Montanes Manuel
- CAZON Guillermo Eduardo
- MARINO Carlos

#### Signs of Responsible for the Teams (Off. A)
- TP

---

### Off. B
- LOSERT Venio
- DAVIS David
- MOSA Mohamed
- ZAKI Hussein

#### Signs of Responsible for the Teams (Off. B)
- TP

---

### Referees
- KOLAHOUZAN M (IRI)
- SK: POPADIC J (SRB)

#### Signs of Responsible for the Teams (Referees)
- TP

---

### Number of 7m scored/awarded to team A resp. B, goals (G), yellow cards (YC), red cards (RC), blue cards (BC) and team penalty (TP)

---

---

---